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Header Bidding Overview Understanding the mechanics of header bidding, its pervasiveness and expected impact on the digital advertising ecosystem
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About Thomvest Ventures Thomvest is an early-stage venture capital firm with over $250 million under management. We primarily focus on opportunities in Silicon Valley with early stage B2B startups in the fields of advertising & marketing technology, financial technology, and security. The capital we invest is our own, enabling us to be more creative, flexible and patient with our entrepreneurial partners. More than two-thirds of the companies we have funded in the last decade have either gone public, been acquired, or continue to grow as independent businesses.
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Three takeaways from this report Header bidding arose as a response to Google’s stronghold over the publisher ecosystem



-



-
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Through its Dynamic Allocation feature in Doubleclick for Publishers, Google’s Ad Exchange gets preferential treatment relative to other demand sources, which must compete in a traditional demand waterfall Nearly 70% of the top 100 U.S. publishers have implemented header bidding on their sites, based on our analysis



For many publishers, header bidding has resulted in higher CPMs compared to traditional waterfall setups -



Header bidding allows more partners to bid on more inventory, driving up CPMs for publishers



-



The waterfall model is inherently inefficient, as ad partners who may have provided winning bids are often not called to participate in an ad auction



-



Header bidding has been found to improve advertising yield by 10% to 70%, according to Business Insider



Header bidding is an important advancement for programmatic advertising, but challenges remain



-



While header bidding has improved yield for many publishers, it also often increases page latency, which may slow down site speed enough to negatively affect user experience



-



Header bidding is a more technically complex integration to manage than a waterfall setup — many publishers lack the expertise to manage the implementation



-



Some companies have developed serverside header bidding solutions, which can reduce latency & implementation hurdles



Agenda



What is header bidding and how does it work? What prompted header bidding and how widely has it been adopted? What advantages does header bidding create for buyers & sellers? What are the challenges? What are the implications of header bidding on the advertising ecosystem?
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What is header bidding?



“Header bidding, also known as pre-bidding or advanced bidding, is an advanced programmatic technique wherein publishers offer inventory to multiple ad partners simultaneously before making calls to their ad servers (mostly DoubleClick for Publishers). By letting multiple demand sources bid on the same inventory at the same time (as opposed to sequentially), publishers increase their advertising yield and revenue.”
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Source: Digiday



How does header bidding work? Header bidding auctions occur before the ad server is called; demand partners respond with bids, which are then passed to the ad server where the winning advertiser is determined



1
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User requests a website & the site’s header tag script redirects the user   to one or more demand partners



User passes bid values from header bidding partners into ad request and calls the publisher ad server



Partner



A



Partner



B



Header Bid  Partner



Header Bid  Partner
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HEADER BIDDING CONTAINER



SITE  CONTENT



AD  SLOT



The demand partners conduct simultaneous auctions with DSPs and/or internal network demand



4 Bids from header bidding partners are compared to bids from ad server;   ad server selects a winner



5 Winner calls and serves creative into the ad slot Marketer   Ad Server 6



Publisher Ad Server



How is this different from a typical publisher monetization setups? In most publisher ad server setups, demand sources are checked sequently; direct-sold inventory is prioritized over ad networks & programmatic demand sources



Typical Publisher Ad Server Setup First priority is given to direct sold ads, even if other demand partners may pay more for a given impression



Direct Sold /  Automated Guaranteed



Unreserved Fixed Rate



Invitation Only Auction /   Private Auction



When there are no direct sold ads, the ad server then gives access to a other demand sources on open exchanges



Open Auction



Header bidding removes prioritization — direct sold demand competes head-to-head against other demand sources
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Source: IAB



Agenda



What is header bidding and how does it work? What prompted header bidding and how widely has it been adopted? What advantages does header bidding create for buyers & sellers? What are the challenges? What are the implications of header bidding on the advertising ecosystem?
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What prompted header bidding?



“Why is header bidding even a thing? First, the traditional waterfall is inefficient, and second, Alphabet (Google).”
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Source: Pacific Crest Securities



Traditional ad requests call ad partners sequentially (“waterfall”) as opposed to concurrently Waterfall Auction vs. Header Auction



1. Ad request is made



Waterfall Auction



Header Auction



Available Impression @ $2.50 Floor



Available Impression @ $2.50 Floor



Ad Network A — $2.00 Bid



Ad Network A — $2.00 Bid



Ad Network B — $2.75 Bid



Ad Network B — $2.75 Bid



2. Bid is below floor 3. Passback to Net. B 4. Winning bid @ $2.75



1. Ad request is made 2. Partners submit bids



Network not called



Ad Network C



Network not called



Ad Network D



3. Winning bid @ $3.25



Ad Network C — $3.25 Bid



Ad Network D — $2.95 Bid



Why this matters: The waterfall model is inherently inefficient, as ad partners who may have provided winning bids are often not called to participate in an ad auction. Header bidding allows more partners to bid on more inventory, driving up CPMs for publishers.
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Header bidding arose as a way to circumvent Google’s control over the publisher ad stack In Doubleclick for Publishers (DFP), Google prioritizes demand coming from its exchange over other demand sources through a feature called Dynamic Allocation



How Dynamic Allocation works in DFP User loads page;   site makes an ad call



DFP selects eligible directsold inventory with the highest CPM, as well as bulk (remnant) inventory based on historical CPMs



1



Direct inventory   (guaranteed)



$3.25 CPM



2



Bulk inventory  



(non-guaranteed & remnant)



$3.00 CPM



Google Ad Exchange  $4.00 CPM
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Google   Ad Exchange $4.00 CPM



Dynamic Allocation allows Google’s Ad Exchange (but no other exchanges) to bid against publishers’ directsold campaigns



The line item with the highest CPM will serve; in this case, the Ad Exchange line item is allowed to serve



Why this matters: Google’s ad exchange gets preferential access to publisher inventory, blocking out other sources of non-direct demand. Header bidding allows publishers to integrate more demand sources, which helps capture the true value of their inventory.
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How widely adopted is header bidding among publishers? The concept surged in popularity in 2015, and many publishers have adopted or are testing header bidding across their properties; nearly 70% of the top 100 U.S. media publications have implemented header bidding



Percent of Sites with Header Bidding Implemented  (Among Top 100 U.S. Media Publications — SimilarWeb, July 2016)



No header bidding implementation



31%



69%
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Source: Thomvest Research



One or more header bidding partners implemented



Who are typical header bidding partners? Top 10 Header Bidding Partners (Based on Coverage)  (Among Top 100 U.S. Media Publications with Header Bidding Implemented — SimilarWeb, July 2016) 75%



62% 50%



43%



42%



In August 2016, Facebook announced it was testing header bidding for its Audience Network



39% 28%



25%



Amazon



Index



Rubicon



OpenX



Criteo



Ad partners with unique demand - Advertisers with enough scale to warrant direct



integration with publishers - Typically large e-commerce sites and retargeters



— Amazon & Criteo have a significant presence
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Source: Thomvest Research



25%



AppNexus



23%



AOL



22%



Sonobi



17%



YieldBot



Supply-side platforms & exchanges - SSPs with enough scale and high-value demand



to warrant inclusion as a header bidding partner - These exchanges would typically sit in an



inventory waterfall as a remnant inventory partner



14%



Audience Science



Agenda



What is header bidding and how does it work? What prompted header bidding and how widely has it been adopted? What advantages does header bidding create for buyers & sellers? What are the challenges? What are the implications of header bidding on the advertising ecosystem?
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Benefits to publishers Header bidding has gained traction among publishers as it provides more control over how their traffic is monetized



Drawback



Description



Eliminate Passbacks



- With a header tag integration, you have a signal from the SSP in advance that they want the impression, and have transparency on how valuable that single impression is.



Flatten Demand  Waterfall



- Managing the order in which partners gain access to inventory is no longer necessary because demand partners declare how they value the impression up front.



Transparent  Inventory Value



- By combining inventory into a single server-side supply, publishers can sell inventory on a per-impression basis, giving them more transparency into how much their impressions are actually worth. - Tag-based integrations create inefficiency because they force an average rate to compete with the impression level bids of AdX (if the publisher is on DFP).



Better Yield   Management



Increased Revenue
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Source: AdOpsInsider



- Consider this: if the SSP is bidding anywhere between $0.50 and $5.00, but averaging $2.00, then AdX will win every impression over $2.00, even if the SSP would have paid far more, because there’s no way to know what the SSP would have paid. - Publishers save the ad serving fees paid on passbacks, they monetize the inventory lost to discrepancies, and they earn the highest rate for their inventory irrespective of demand partner.



-



“This is going to gain significant market traction this year. Any time a publisher gets A) more control, B) more simplicity and C) higher yields, they’re going to take a close look.”



Tony Casson, Senior Director of Ad Products



Many publishers have reported seeing higher CPMs when integrating header bidding partners Publisher



Description



“At Graphiq, a collection of search engines for specific verticals including health care and careers, header bidding has helped boost CPMs by nearly 40 percent.”



“Slader, a homework help site, for example, has seen a 20 to 50 percent lift in CPMs since adopting header bidding last year.” “The overwhelmingly positive impact of header bidding can be seen not only overall on PubMatic’s platform, where premium publishers see 53% higher CPMs, on average, but also across major content verticals, including news, retail / e-commerce, financial information and entertainment & lifestyle.” “At StudyBreak Media, which runs education sites including Easybib.com and CitationMachine.net, header bidding accounts for between 25 and 30 percent of its total revenue.”



“OpenX header bidder clients, on average, experience sustained revenue lifts ranging from 20% to more than 50%.”
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Source: Digiday & company announcements



More than 60% of publishers have integrated 3 or more header bidding partners Number of Header Bidding Integrations Per Site  (Among Top 100 U.S. Media Publications with Header Bidding Implemented — SimilarWeb, July 2016) 50%



% of sites



39%



29% 25%



25%



7%



1-2 Partners
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Source: Thomvest Research



3-4 Partners



5-6 Partners



7+ Partners



As publishers add more header partners, CPMs typically rise Average CPM Rates as Number of Header Partners Increases $3.50



$3.00



By incorporating more demand sources, publishers increase the value of available impressions



$2.50



$2.00



0



1



2



3



4



5



6



Number of Active Bidder Partners



According to Business Insider, header bidding has been found to improve yield (the amount of money publishers can make from their ads) anywhere from 10% to 70%, compared to using solely DoubleClick
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Source: Sortable



Drawbacks for publishers Implementing header bidding solutions can be operationally complex for publishers and compromise user experience



Drawback



Added Latency



Description - Header bidding introduces latency during a page load, which may slow down site speed enough to negatively affect user experience. - Publishers are already larding their pages with third-party ad tags, which have slowed down Web pages and forced alienated readers to install ad blockers. -



Non-Unified   Reporting



- Since there are no industry standards around reporting, it is difficult to compare performance across partners.



Technology   Challenges



- Header bidding is a more technically complex integration to manage than a waterfall setup. There are also many operational hurdles, such as trafficking line items.



“The only way for publishers to realize their whole potential is to take control from a technological perspective, and siphon off the development resources to truly understand their stack. Publishers have been saying for too long, ‘I don’t have the dev resources for that.’”



Stephanie Layser, VP of Programmatic
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Many publishers manage latency by setting a time limit on bid responses from partners How Timeouts Control Header Bidding Latency



1



2



3



4



User loads page



Header tag script redirects the user   to one or more demand partners asynchronously



Bid values are passed into   ad request and the publisher’s   ad server is called



Ad server selects a winner & ad creative is served



Partner A Bid latency includes the time it takes to load 3rd party javascript, the network requests needed to gather the bids, & the processing time it takes for a bidder to determine the price it will return.



120ms



Partner B Partner C Partner D Partner E



324ms



In order to minimize latency, publishers can set limits on how much time partners have to respond to bid requests; however, this does increase the chance that a winning bidder is excluded from the auction



144ms 210ms 610ms  



(bid not included)



DFP (ad server)



Header bidder calls are   timed out at 500ms
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Header bidding wrappers are designed to streamline implementation efforts Header bidding wrappers ease some of the technical hurdles publishers face when using multiple header providers and offer timeout settings to ease latency problems



How Header Bidding Wrappers Work



Key Benefits - Asynchronous bidding —Ensures



one header bidder won’t prevent another bidder’s code from loading



Header Wrapper



- Streamline data collection – The



Partner 1 — SSP



When a user loads a web   page, the header wrapper’s code is loaded



Partner 2 — SSP



Partner 3 — Ad Network



The header wrapper includes: - An asynchronous container to ensure all partners have their bid requests triggered at the same time - A universal timeout setting to manage how long the browser waits for bidders to respond - Partner-specific “adaptors” that allow the wrapper to translate all bids into a common key value for the ad server
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Source: AdOpsInsider



The wrapper then takes those responses and formats them in the request to the ad server



header wrapper centralizes data collection, making it easier to analyze things like price and latency - Better testing — Easily run tests, add



and remove partners, and monitor performance across partners - Control latency — Every partner is



held to consistent timeouts and must use the same language to pass bid information into the ad server



Several header bidding wrappers are available to publishers Over the last several months, many vendors have introduced container solutions that simplify implementation & partner management



Types of Header Wrappers Proprietary Technology



Implementation time



- Publisher develops and owns all



technology and implementations related to header bidding



Open Source Technology 3rd Party Technology - Container solution developed and



- Free to implement container solutions



developed by open source community and implemented by publishers



commercialized by a single company; company provides implementation support



Publisher control
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Benefits to advertisers Header bidding also provides benefits to programmatic advertisers, including improved inventory access



Drawback



Higher Quality Programmatic Inventory



Better Forecasting



Global Reach
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Source: AdExchanger



Description - Increased visibility into premium inventory, such as the home page or abovethe-fold inventory, substantially increases viewability rates. - By exposing more premium placements to all bidders, header bidding has led to more valuable eyeballs and increased opportunity for conversions. - More precise inventory insights allow for better forecasting capabilities to understand the true availability of a buyer’s target audience. - Visibility and access into the entirety of a publisher’s inventory means buyers can execute precision campaigns for niche audiences at a global scale.



-



“We see header bidding as a shift to make more auctions more fair. It’s better for the publishers, and also better for the demand side who would not have access to that inventory.”



Mark Torrance, CTO



Drawback to advertisers Yet, some advertisers have expressed concerns that header bidding may drive up advertising costs



Drawback



Increases Inventory   Pricing



Advertisers May Bid Against Themselves



Impacts Bidding   Strategies
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Source: AdExchanger



Description - Because more demand partners are competing for individual impressions, the clearing price for a given impression typically rises. - However, some advertisers report that increased prices come with better quality or improved acquisition metrics. - Because header bidding broadcasts the same impression to multiple exchanges simultaneously, advertisers who bid on multiple buying platforms may bid against themselves. - While DSPs used to establish connections to as many supply partners as possible, they may soon start buying through a smaller number of exchanges. - While advertisers enjoy better inventory access through header bidding, programmatic buyers are more likely to compete with direct-sold deals which will drive up pricing - As pricing increases, buyers must become more strategic about the ad frequency and bid values



-



“DSPs like DataXu need to strike preferred partnerships with preferred exchanges and require them to send publisher inventory through the exchange only once – while blacklisting it from other exchanges. That way they can avoid the waste of bidding against themselves.”



Bill Simmons, CTO



Agenda



What is header bidding and how does it work? What prompted header bidding and how widely has it been adopted? What advantages does header bidding create for buyers & sellers? What are the challenges? What are the implications of header bidding on the advertising ecosystem?
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Google has responded to header bidding’s rise by opening up its Dynamic Allocation feature In April 2016, Google announced that it would open up Dynamic Allocation to some outside demand partners, allowing these partners to access publisher inventory in the same way Google’s Ad Exchange does



Expanding Dynamic Allocation to outside demand partners



1



Direct inventory   (guaranteed)



$3.25 CPM



2



Bulk inventory  



(non-guaranteed & remnant)



3



$3.00 CPM



Google   Ad Exchange $4.00 CPM



Partner A  $4.50 CPM



4



Partner A 



(i.e. Rubicon Project)



$4.50 CPM



Partner B 



(i.e. Index Exchange)



$3.00 CPM



By opening up the Dynamic Allocation feature to more partners, Google is allowing more buyers to bid on available impressions



- According to Google, “exchange bidding in Dynamic Allocation will allow publishers to invite



trusted third-party exchanges and SSPs to submit real-time prices using industrystandard RTB calls. These prices will be considered along with bids from the DoubleClick Ad Exchange and the publisher’s reservation campaigns to pick the highest-paying ad.” - However, it is unclear if publishers are able to work directly with demand partners of their



choosing, or if those demand partners are compelled to pay a “tax” in order to bid on inventory via Dynamic Allocation — in either case, publishers may still opt to integrate partners through header bidding 26
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Despite Google’s efforts, many in the ecosystem believe header bidding is here to stay



-



Fundamentally, header bidding is a way to stop one company, Google, from limiting publishers to its own, proprietary demand. Header bidding allows publishers who use DFP to access all of their demand sources directly in a fair and transparent auction, to get the best price for their inventory.



Michael Rubenstein  President, AppNexus
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Source: TheDrum



“Google is facilitating the bidding process for other exchanges, while simultaneously bidding against these exchanges too. The result is a distorted marketplace in which Google can unduly influence market outcomes.”



Business Insider,  “Google’s new ad product stirs a storm”



We expect header bidding to gain broader adoption over the next 18 months Drivers of Continued Header Bidding Adoption Driver



Enterprise header bidding solutions will spur publisher adoption



- We expect more managed solutions designed for publishers that lack the engineering resources to implement header bidding - Amazon, Rubicon, AppNexus and many others have announced enterprise-level header bidding offerings for publishers that can be used to manage partners, control latency & optimize yield - We expect more publishers to adopt server-side implementations, which helps reduce latency by moving the auction process from a users’ browser to a cloud server



Industry trade groups will develop best practices around header bidding



- As publishers continue to adopt header bidding, we expect the development of standards & best practices to help guide both publishers & advertisers



Buying platforms will integrate more closely with publishers



- The leading platforms will integrate with publishers via header implementations & build out tools to improve planning and forecasting



Google is not perceived as an unbiased intermediary
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Description



- The IAB has announced a new working group to educate publishers on header bidding implementations



- Advertisers will allocate more spend to their buying platforms to access premium inventory - It is unclear whether Google’s Dynamic Allocation product will allow all demand sources, or restrict the universe of partners a publisher may integrate with - Google’s role as both an arbiter (ad server) and demand partner (ad exchange) for publishers presents a potential conflict of interest



Header bidding enables publishers to realize the full value of programmatic Looking ahead, we expect the split between direct and “remnant” inventory to disappear; header bidding will enable all demand sources to compete directly for every impression



Direct Sales



Private Marketplace



SSP   #1



SSP   #2



Google Ad Exchange



Award impression to yieldoptimizing bid



Header bidding increases advertiser liquidity for publishers & creates a more direct, seamless relationship between buyers & sellers
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Thank you!



Additional advertising technology research from Thomvest Ventures:



Native Advertising Overview
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Mobile Advertising Overview



Late Stage AdTech Financings



China Mobile AdTech Overview
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